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OBJECTIVE 

This lesson will explain why robots explain why robots need sensors, how to use one to receive 
information, and how robots can make decisions based on that information. 
 
Our sandbox for this lesson will be a sumo bot challenge. If you’re new to sumo, the goal is to stay in 
the circle, as you push your opponent out of it. Let’s see how your robots do!

GETTING STARTED

Getting Started Guide

If you are installing and using Unreal Engine for the first time, please complete the Getting Started 
Guide before proceeding through this activity. The guide includes instructions for getting the Unreal 
Learning Kit project files installed so you can successfully complete this activity.
 
You can find the Getting Started Guide here! 

LET’S TRAIN VIRTUAL ROBOTS
LESSON 2: SUMO ROBOTS

https://cdn2.unrealengine.com/getting-started-in-unreal-engine-hour-of-code-3c02e8672de5.pdf
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GETTING STARTED CONTINUED 

Lessons Intent

We recommend students go through all the lessons in order, so they gain a full perspective of the 
Unreal Learning Kit and how it supports both robot creation and coding motors/sensors in the Unreal 
Engine environment.

Let’s Train Virtual Robots explores the concepts of robotic engineering using applied physics. While 
giving students immediate feedback on their coding and providing principles/coding language 
knowledge that they can apply to other physical robotic systems they may work with in the future.  

LESSON TWO: SUMO ROBOTS

Introduction

Would you like to make a robotic sumo wrestler? We thought so! 

But already there are questions. For instance, how can you help your robot follow the rules without any 
added input from you? How does it begin to “see” the out-of-bounds borders that help it win or lose a 
match? You’re about to find out!

Lesson Overview

In this lesson, we’ll be working with a sensor-controlled robot that will be programmed to stay inside 
the sumo ring. To do this, you’ll learn a lot about sensors, including what type of information is provided 
by a light sensor and how that helps the robot take specific actions based on real-time feedback.
 
We’ll focus on the following skills:

• Understanding the need for sensors, and how they provide input to your robot program
• Exploring sensor effectiveness when placed in different positions on the robot.
• Using a threshold to convert a range of sensor values to a boolean
• Using conditional statements to execute specific actions based on sensor input
• Implementing coding commands to help the sensors determine robot movement, including:

• Getting input from a light sensor
• Setting up a conditional statement
• Sending movement commands to each motor 
• Setting up looping actions

CODING CONNECTION

This activity will introduce the importance of conditional statements. Your robot comes equipped with 
a sensor that can detect light and dark. But to make sure it’s functioning as it should, we’ll test a real-
time sensor value against a threshold value to determine if our robot is seeing the arena or the out-of-
bounds line. Using a conditional statement will allow the robot to perform different actions based on 
whether it sees the arena or out-of-bounds line in front of it.  
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STARTING THE LESSON

Robot Construction: Balance and Design

Look at the new robot in the open project file. 
The construction of this model makes it the best 
option for sumo battles. Let’s talk about why. 

Stability is achieved when the right points of 
contact are made with the robot’s surface. In this 
case, this is achieved by the triangle connecting 
the two wheels and the glideball, resulting in a 
highly balanced three points of contact. Here’s 
some general ideas to consider in this regard:

• When wheels are placed wider on the 
vehicle body, it makes it harder to tip the 
robot on its side

• Moving the glideball further away from the 
wheels prevents the vehicle from easily 
falling over—forward or backward

Figure 2 - 1

• Positioning the vehicle body flat (i.e. 
horizontal) keeps the mass down by the 
wheels, making it harder to tip over. If the 
vehicle body was positioned upright (i.e. 
vertical), the vehicle mass would be above 
the wheels, making it easier to tip the  
robot over.

• Keeping the wheels aligned with the vehicle 
body allows the mass of the vehicle to push 
the wheels down on the arena floor. This 
will help give the tires traction—even when 
pushing against another robot.

Defining a Purpose 

We are creating a robot with a specific purpose. 
Because we know it’ll be a robot sumo, we can 
make assumptions about the environment, 
set rules to follow, and define some basic 
requirements for it.  

Environment 

• The robot starts inside a flat circular arena 
• The arena has an identifiable out-of-

bounds line

Rules 

• The robot is always moving 
• The robot tries to stay inside the  

arena circle 

Requirements

• Uses a sensor to “see” the ground  
• Drives straight when it “sees” the  

arena floor  
• Turns around when it “sees” the out-of-

bounds line
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HANDS-ON EXERCISES

Exercise 1-a: Opening our Base Robot

In this activity we will open a project file with a robot in the arena, which currently does not move. We 
will first add a light sensor to it, then test the sensor values, and build additional code to govern when 
we want the robot to move.

• In the Content Browser, navigate to the Content -> LearningKit_Robots -> Maps_ 
Robots folder.

• Click on the L2 folder.
• Double-click  “Map_2-1_LineDection” to open it.
• You should now see a robot in the center of a white circle arena with a black line border.

Exercise 1-b: Adding a Light Sensor to the Robot 

We will be using the light sensor in this activity. The position of the sensor will affect its accuracy and 
its response to the actions we will be coding. 

Figure 2 -2
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How a Reflected Light Sensor Works

A common type of light sensor in introductory robotics kits is the reflected light sensor.  
This means that the sensor has an LED onboard that emits light and it has a receiver that 
measures the amount of light it “sees.”  
 
Notice that the emitter and receiver are separated by a barrier, so direct light from the emitter 
cannot leak over to the receiver. The primary source of input for the receiver is the light that is 
reflected off a nearby surface. To be effective, the sensor must be mounted near the surface and 
be aimed straight at it. Since darker materials absorb light, the receiver will return a lower value 
than lighter surfaces. The sensor will return a number for the amount of light it “sees” and we will 
use that number to decide if the surface is the white ground or the black line.

 
Reflected Light Sensor 

Before we add the sensor, we need to consider the following situations:

• The height of the sensor from the surface will affect its accuracy
• The front-to-back location of the sensor on the robot affects the turnaround action of the robot, 

which will affect its reliability
• The forward or backward location of the sensor may impact its ability to react correctly when 

pushed out of the arena by another robot during sumo battles
 

Figure 2 - 3

Receiver returns a low value because the black surface absorbs most of  
the light. 
 
Low value = Dark surface

Receiver returns a high value because the surface reflects most of the light. 
 
High value = Light surface
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We have added a helper in the Blueprint viewport for you to see the ideal location for your sensor. Look 
for the Cleverlike logo, which looks like the image below. 
 

• Select the Robot by clicking on it in the Viewport (you should see BPC_Robot_LineDetection 
displayed as our active Actor on the right side of the screen Details panel and World Outliner)

• Orient your robot until you can see the helper. Pro tip: Pressing the F key with the robot selected 
will zoom in on the robot

 
The robot body should be flat (instead of tall) and the wheels and glideball should form a triangle. Think 
of the three points of contact on a tricycle that would be safe for a child to ride.

Figure 2 -5

Figure 2 - 4
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Adding a Light Sensor

• In the Details panel: click Edit Blueprint, and select Open Blueprint Editor (Figure 2-6)

• You should now see the Event Graph inside the new and active Unreal Engine tab of BPC_
Robot_LineDetection

Figure 2 - 6

Figure 2 - 7
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• For this exercise, notice that you do not have any code here, except for “Event BeginPlay” and 
“RunRobot” nodes in the Condition box on the left. There’s also no coding in the Run Motors box 
on the right

To add the light sensor to your robot, follow these steps:

• In the Components Panel at the top left of the interface: click on the green Add  
Component button

• Type “sensor” in the Search bar
• Then select the BP Sensor Light by clicking it

• This will add your new component at the bottom of the list of components
• If it does not show under Powercore, you may have added it under another component. You will 

need to click and drag BP_Sensor_Light up and onto the Powercore, for it to be dependent 
on our robot’s Powercore. It will then appear at the bottom of the component list. If it is under 
another component, it becomes a “child” to that component, rather than being a child of our 
Powercore (robot)

Figure 2 - 8

Figure 2 - 9

If your light sensor appears as a sub-
item, you should move it directly under 
the Powercore.

BP_Sensor_Light should be at the same 
level as the other components directly 
under the Powercore.

Drag and drop the BP_Sensor_Light
onto the Powercore component
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• To see where the sensor is located in relation to the Powercore, click on the Viewport tab.  
(See image below)

Figure 2 - 11

Figure 2 - 10
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• The sensor has been placed inside of the robot’s Powercore. You can see it selected as a faint 
yellow shape within the robot

• We need to move the sensor to a better position where it will function the most efficiently. 
• To do this easily, we have some object movement tools in the Viewport window, on the right side 

of the toolbar
• Click the first tool to use the Select & Translate Objects tool (Move Gizmo), or press the W 

key (the tool shows up as a three-headed arrow). We can drag the base of this gizmo to move 
the sensor up, down, left, or right until the light sensor covers the Cleverlike logo. This is our 
beginning position

• Again, in the Viewport window (on the right side of the toolbar), click the second tool, or press 
the E key, to use the Select & Rotate Objects tool (Rotation Gizmo) to turn it to face the ground

• Notice that the selected object (the light sensor) settings are changing in the Details panel to 
the right, under the Transform section. You are changing the Location settings with the Move 
Gizmo (W) and the Rotation settings with the Rotate Gizmo (E). You can also choose to type 
values into these boxes to refine your settings, once you are familiar with the values for the 
position you want your object placed at

• Your robot with the sensor will now look like this image:

• With the BP_Sensor_Light selected, notice the Details panel on the right. As previously 
mentioned,  you can type values in the location fields if that works better for you 

Figure 2 - 12
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• The location of the sensor’s height is up to you. To manually adjust the height of the sensor from 
the ground, use the Move Gizmo. Click and drag on the vertical arrow of the gizmo using your 
mouse until you have placed it to your preferred height. Notice that as you drag the sensor up or 
down, the value in the Location Z value box is changing

Last, we need to compile our change in the robot’s internal code. 

• Click Compile, then click Save in the top left of the toolbar

• Click the Map_2-1_LineDetection tab at the top of the screen to return to the level and zoom in 
(scroll or press the F key) on the robot

• Your viewport should now display a sensor at the front of the robot. See Figure 2-15

Figure 2 - 13

Figure 2 - 14
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Exercise 2: Getting Input From a Sensor 

What the sensor needs to tell us

Since the robot needs to detect the difference between the arena floor and the out-of-bounds line, we 
have added a light sensor to detect the difference. 
 
Sensor Type 

• We will use a light sensor that will measure reflected light. A light or white surface reflects more 
light than a dark surface, thus, a light sensor will return a higher numeric value on a light surface 
and a lower numeric value on a dark surface 

Sensor Location 

• The sensor must look down at the ground while the vehicle is driving
• The sensor must be close to the ground to get an accurate reading
• The sensor should be located near the front middle of the robot to avoid driving out-of-bounds

Once the sensor is connected to the robot in an ideal location, we will need to add commands to the 
robot’s code for it to work and to return the input it sees for making decisions. We will now add the 
light sensor code to the Blueprint Editor, in order to direct the robot to use it
 
Note: Be sure that you have a notepad or a shared documenting system for your school and class to 
log light sensor values as you proceed through the following steps 

Figure 2 - 15
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Open the Blueprint Editor

• In the Level Viewport, Click the Robot
• Look at the Details panel (on the right), be sure it shows that you are working on the BPC_

Robot_ LineDetection
• In the Details panel: click Edit Blueprint, then Open Blueprint Editor (your screen should now 

display the Event Graph inside the new and active Unreal tab of BPC_Robot_LineDetection)

• For exercise 2, again notice that you do not have any code here, except for the Event BeginPlay 
and RunRobot nodes in the Condition box on the left, with no coding in the Run Motors box on 
the right

• From the Event BeginPlay node, Click the output execution pin and drag to the right to create 
a wire. A popup window appears, which allows you to search for the function we need

• Type “run robot” to search for the Run Robot function

Figure 2 - 16

Figure 2 - 17
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• When Run Robot is selected, press enter or click it to add the function to the graph. This will add 
a Run Robot function to the graph, and automatically creates a wire (displayed as a white line) 
from the output execution pin to the input execution pin connecting the nodes. This is going to 
call the RunRobot event (below) when you play the game

Remember to Compile and Save every time you add code!

Now, we will hook up the sensor so that it will run when the “Run Robot” function is called 
• From the Add Component panel, click BP_Sensor_Light and drag it into the Graph Editor

Figure 2 - 19

Figure 2 - 18
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We need to connect our sensor to a node to run the sensor. 

• Connect the Light sensor by dragging a wire from the blue Light Sensor output pin to the right, 
and type “Run Light Sensor” into the search for box, and click on it 

• This will place a Run Light Sensor node in your Blueprint, with a wire connecting to its sensor 
input pin from the BP Sensor Light node. See Figure 2-21

Last, we need to connect the Run Robot condition to the Run Light Sensor node.

• Drag a wire from the Run Robot execution output pin to the input pin on the Run Light  
Sensor node

• If you make a mistake and need to disconnect a wire, hold the Alt key and Left-Mouse click on 
the wire or on the pin  

 

Figure 2 - 20

Figure 2 - 21
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This process has placed the sensor node into the code and told it to turn on when we play the 
game. However, our current code will run these commands and immediately stop, without us 
seeing what the sensor sees. To see what the sensor is seeing, we need to create a loop.

 
First, let’s turn on the ability to see the lines this sensor is using to “see” with. 

• Toggle ON the Draw Sensor, to turn on the sensor lines  

• Next, click on the blue Run Robot node that you added in the previous step to select it, and 
make a copy by pressing Ctrl + C 

• Paste a duplicate of it by pressing the Ctrl + V 
• Then drag it to the right of the Run Light Sensor node to position it to be called again after the 

Run Light Sensor
• Last, drag a wire (to connect) from the output pin of the Run Light Sensor to the input pin in 

the new Run Robot node
• Your code should now look like this:

Figure 2 - 22

Figure 2 - 23

Figure 2 - 24
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• Now you can see the intensity values change when playing the game
• Compile and Save your new code

Let’s turn it on and see how it works.
• Click the Map_2-1_LineDection tab
• In the Viewport, you can use the Move Gizmo to move the robot manually around  

inside the arena 

The Light Sensor Feedback meter displays as a bar that shows up over the robot when you play the 
game and indicates when the sensor is running. The intensity meter will display as a red bar, which is 
covered with gradient shading from dark black (0) through gray to white (100). This is to reference the 
amount of reflected light. 

1. It will show more of the red bar if it sees less light and is returning a lower value. 
2. It will show more gradient gray to white if it sees more light and is returning a higher value

• Observe the value you see and Stop playing the project. Log your value of the arena,  
if necessary 

• Repeat Play, Observe, and Stop as many times as necessary to see the value returned
• In the Viewport, use the Move Gizmo to move the robot manually over the surface to 

note the intensity meter/value changes of the inside of the arena 

Figure 2 - 25
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• Log the value of your sensor when it sees the white arena floor. Then move your robot and Log 
the value of the sensor when it sees the out-of-bounds line 

• If necessary, repeat Play, Observe, and Stop as many times as necessary to see the value 
returned

• Troubleshoot to make sure values are different enough along the scale of 0 (dark) to 100 (light) to 
consistently tell the difference between the arena and out-of-bounds line 

• If needed, you may need to go back and adjust your vertical location of the sensor to get it closer 
to the floor, or higher up to see the values of the surface accurately

 
Exercise 3 – Determine the Threshold Values Needed

• What is a threshold? The threshold is a single numeric value that will tell the robot’s conditional 
statement it’s time to perform a specific action.  The condition asks whether the sensor has 
seen a value that is greater than or equal to (>=) the threshold number, in which case it triggers 
one action, or the sensor has seen a value less than (<) the threshold number, and so triggers a 
different action. Thus, the threshold is our “line in the sand” for the robot to decide if it is inside 
the arena or is on the blackout of bounds line

• Refer to your notes where you logged the arena and out-of-bounds line values from your light 
sensor in the previous step

• Determine the threshold value with this formula: ((High – Low) / 2) + Low = Threshold  (see the 
Resources section at the end of this guide for a Threshold Calculation Worksheet)

• For example, if the High value (the arena) = 90, the Low value (the out-of-bounds line) = 10, then 
the formula will read ((90-10)/2)+10 = 50

• Observe and Log your threshold value

Exercise 4: Beginning our Conditional Statement (Drive Forward)

In this section, we will add the code to move the robot forward when the line sensor returns a value 
above the threshold.

Open the Blueprint Editor

• Select the Robot - Click the robot in the Viewport (you should see BPC_Robot_LineDetection 
displayed as our active Actor in the right-side Details Panel)

• In the Details Panel: click Edit Blueprint, then Open Blueprint Editor (your screen should now 
display the Event Graph inside the new and active Unreal tab of BPC_Robot_LineDetection) 
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Command the robot to drive forward  

We need the robot to be able to drive (run the motors) when it is in the arena, let’s add that code next.

• Click and drag from the green Intensity Output pin of the Run Light Sensor node to create a 
new wire

• Then type “<=” and,
• Select float <= float.

• Next, click and drag from the white-out pin of the Run Light Sensor node 
• Type “if” (to search for “if”) and add a Branch node. (In Unreal Engine, Branch is the same 

function as an If function in other coding programs)

Figure 2 - 26

Figure 2 - 27

Figure 2 - 28
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• This will automatically hook up the Branch between the Run Light Sensor and the Run Robot 
nodes so that the flow of code will look to see if a condition is True. This is NOT what we want 

• Disconnect the wire from the True pin by holding CTRL and clicking and dragging it to the  
False pin

Now, we need to set the condition. 

• To do this, we will click and drag the red pin of the <= node to connect it to the red pin of the 
Branch 

• Then we set the value in the <=  box to our calculated Threshold number. In our case, the value  
is 50

Next, we will write the code to make the robot move forward

• We will need some more room between the Branch and the Run Robot node. Select the Run 
Robot node and move it to the right

• Now, we will add the code to make the motors rotate the wheels. 
• Click and drag from the False pin of the Branch node
• Type “sequence” to search for and select it or press enter to add a Sequence node 

Figure 2 - 29

Figure 2 - 30

Figure 2 - 31
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What is the Sequence Node, and why are we using it? 

The sequence node will execute a series of instructions from its top output pin to its bottom output 
pin. Simply stated, it executes code in a sequence starting from “Then 0” through the rest of the 
“Then #” pins

We will need to run the motors from the Then 0 and Then 1 pins 

• Click and drag from each of the Then pins 
• Search for “run motor” to add a Run Motor node from each of the two Then pins

Figure 2 - 32

Figure 2 - 33
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Make sure that each Output pin is connected to the Run Robot node.
• Click and drag the white wire from each Output pin to the Run Robot node input pin(s)

Next, we will tell the code which motor to target so we can set the speed and direction with which it 
should run the motor. 

• From the Components Panel, click and drag BP_Motor_A onto the blue target pin of the top 
(upper) Run Motor node  

• 

Figure 2 - 34

Figure 2 - 35
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• To set up the second motor, from the Components Panel, click and drag BP_Motor_B onto the 
blue target pin of the bottom (lower) Run Motor node

Now, we just need to set the speed on the Run Motor nodes. 
Remember that BP_Motor_B is on backward, so you will need to set the speed to a negative number. 

• Click in the Speed number box and Type in the numeric value of your choice
• Set the BP_Motor_A speed to 10, and the BP_Motor_B to –10. (Note: The speed field will take 

values from –100 to 100)
• Then Compile and Save the code

Figure 2 - 36

Figure 2 - 37
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When completed, your code should look like this (see Figure 2-38) 

Return to the Map_2-1_LineDetection tab. Make sure your robot is inside the arena. If you need to 
move the robot, click on the robot and use the Move gizmo to place it inside the arena and ensure that 
it is above the ground surface

• Play the robot game 
• It should now drive forward and approach the line 
• What happened next?

Figure 2 - 38

Figure 2 - 39
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Your robot should drive forward after pressing the Play button.

• If your robot doesn’t move, make sure you followed all the steps needed to connect the nodes 
in your robot Blueprint

• Make sure you Compile and Save your Blueprint
• If your robot moves backward or turns, make sure the speed values for Motor A and Motor B 

have been set correctly

 
Exercise 5: The Second Condition

Stop and Turn

In this exercise, we will add code to the True Branch, so the robot will stop when it reaches the line.

Responding to Sensor Input

When the robot can read the input values from the sensor, it can perform a specific action based on the 
feedback from the sensor. We want it to continue to decide that if it sees the arena floor, it should drive 
forward, and when it sees the out-of-bounds line, it should stop and turn back into the arena.

Activity: Now we will use the conditional statement (Branch node) in the Blueprint code to perform  
the actions based on the sensor input. If the sensor input is lower than or equal to the threshold value, 
it is seeing the out-of-bounds line. If the input value is higher than the threshold, it is seeing the  
arena floor. 

• Click the Map_2-1_LineDection tab 
Step 1: We will begin editing our commands for the robot’s actions:

• In the Viewport, click the robot 
Step 2: We need to edit the code, so let’s go to the Blueprint:

• Click the Details panel (be sure the item you are editing says BPC_Robot_LineDetection
• Click on Edit Blueprint
• From the dropdown menu, click Open Blueprint Editor

Out of Bounds Action

Step 3: Next, we will update the conditional statement to send new motor control actions when the out 
of bounds line is detected:

• We will be working with the code in Figure 2-38, so double-check that your current code matches it 
We can add comments to make it easier to read the code, let's do that now. 

• Click to select the sequence node, then hold CTRL while clicking all nodes that come after it.  
(A selected node will have an orange outline around the node)

• Press the “C” key to create a comment box
• Type in the comment box to name this group of code “Drive Robot Forward”
• Then, click and drag to move the comment box down to give us room above it where we will add 

our new code 
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Stopping the robot’s movement when it sees the out-of-bounds line
To get the robot to stop we will tell both motors to stop running. We already have some of the code we 
need, so let’s duplicate the parts we need. 

• Select the BP_Motor_A and the BP_Moter_B nodes. (Remember to hold CTRL when clicking to 
add additional nodes to your selection)

• Press Ctrl+W to duplicate them 
• This will place the duplicated nodes at the location where you have your mouse cursor 
• Then click and drag the nodes to move the duplicated nodes above the Drive Robot Forward 

comment box. (See Figure 2-41)
Now, we will add two Stop Motor nodes. 

Figure 2 - 40

Figure 2 - 41
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• Click and drag from the True pin of the Branch to the right
• Type in (search for) “stop motor”
• Select the Stop Motor node 

This will place one Stop Motor node into your event graph. 
 

 
To duplicate the Stop Motor node: 

• Select (Click) on the Stop Motor node (it should show up with an orange border)
• Right-click on it, select Duplicate (CTRL+W) from the pop-up menu
• Now, you have two Stop Motor nodes total 
• Click and drag the duplicate node to the right, so that it looks like the example below (Figure 2-43)

To connect them, click and drag a wire from the white output pin from the first node to the input pin on 
the second node to look like the image below (Figure 2-43) 

Figure 2 - 42

Figure 2 - 43
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Now connect the nodes:

• Click and drag from the BP_Motor_A blue pin to the Motor pin of the Stop Motor node
• Click and drag from the BP_Motor_B blue pin to the Motor pin of the second Stop Motor node. 

See Figure 2-44

To complete this section, create a comment box that contains the code for stopping the robot. 
• Select all the nodes we created and press “C”. (click and drag around all four nodes to lasso 

them; specifically, the BP Motor A, Stop Motor, BP Motor B, and the second Stop Motor nodes)
• To name this comment box, type in “Stop Robot” and press Enter
• Your code should look like Figure 2-45

• Compile and Save your Blueprint

• Click the Map_2-1_LineDection tab
• Play the game to test the code 
• Make corrections to your code until the robot moves forward if it is in the arena and is not 

touching the out-of-bounds line

Figure 2 - 44

Figure 2 - 45
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Your completed code will look like this (see Figure 2-46) 

Observations: 
• What happened when the robot approached the out-of-bounds border? 
• Did it stay in the arena? 
• How can we make the robot stay within the border? 
• What does the robot need to recognize as different in its environment if it touches the out-of-

borders line?

 

Conditional Movement of the Robot
Exercise 6: Turn When Seeing the Out-of-Bounds Line

Since a robot sumo match requires a robot to stay within the arena, and keep moving, we must now 
define a turnaround movement when it sees the out-of-bounds line. Your robot should currently  
stop when it sees the out-of-bounds line, so we will simply add a node to turn the robot and resume 
the program. 

When we build this statement, we must be sure to assign it to the correct path of the conditional 
statement branch. The logic should read, “If the light sensor value > Threshold, drive Straight 
Forward. If the light sensor value <= Threshold, Turn Around (either Left or Right).” 

Consider the specific actions that will be assigned to each motor to complete the turnaround 
maneuver. Should this be a pivot turn or a spin turn? Which direction should it turn? How far should  
it turn? 

Figure 2 - 46
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Step 1: Select the Robot to edit its Blueprint code:
• In the Viewport, click the robot

Step 2: Edit the code in the Blueprint:
• Click the Details panel (be sure the item you are editing says BPC_Robot_LineDetection
• Click Edit Blueprint
• From the dropdown menu, click Open Blueprint Editor

Step 3: Add a command to turn the robot around
• Starting from the code in Figure 2-47, we are going to alter the code in the Stop Robot  

comment box

First, we will rename the Stop Robot comment box to “Turn Robot”:
• Right-Click on the Stop Robot box
• In the Node Comment section, edit the text to say “Turn Robot”

Figure 2 - 47

Figure 2 - 48
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• In these next steps, you will have some freedom to choose how you want the robot to  
turn around

• Your choice: Delete both or one of the stop motor nodes. The example below shows one Stop 
Motor node deleted. To delete a node, simply click on the node to select it and press the DELETE 
key. Not working? Make sure you have stopped your program from running

• Your choice: Replace your deleted Stop Motor node(s) with new Run Motor for Time node(s) and 
connect it to the motor(s) of your choice 

• Click and drag from the blue pin of your motor(s) of choice, and search for “run motor for time” 
to add a Run Motor for Time node

• The image below shows one Run Motor for Time node connected to BP_Motor_B node 
• Be sure to connect all the white execution pins so all of the code executes correctly

• 

Figure 2 - 49

Figure 2 - 50

Figure 2 - 51
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• Change the numeric values of the motor’s Time (seconds) 
• Change the numeric values of the motor’s Speed (-100 to 100) 
• and toggle on/off the Coast or not Coast option (for when the function ends). Remember, you 

are working to make the robot turn back toward the inside of the arena when it sees the out-of-
bounds line

• Time = How long will the motor (function) run in seconds
• Motor Speed = How fast will the motor spin (-100 to 100)
• Coast = Whether the motor coasts to a stop, or stops spinning immediately

Step 4: Save, Play, Troubleshoot, and Repeat the steps until your robot is successful in turning around 
when it gets to the out-of-bounds line:

• Compile and Save your Blueprint
• Click the Map_2-1_LineDection tab
• Play your Code
• Make corrections until the robot moves forward if it is in the arena, and the robot turns when it 

sees or touches the out-of-bounds line to turn back into the arena
 
Exercise 7: Continue Moving and Staying Inside the Arena Indefinitely (Battle Mode)
 
Consider: How do we add code to continue to move forward, and to turn around indefinitely? 
We need to keep our sumo robot moving continuously, but always staying inside the arena. Since we 
have already taught our robot to drive when seeing the arena floor, we simply continue running the 
program after the turnaround maneuver is complete. We’ll do this by adding a Run Robot node to the 
end of our turnaround.

Figure 2 - 52
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Step 5: Loop

• Add and connect the Run Robot node to the end of the Turn Robot sequence by copy and 
pasting or duplicating one that is already in the graph

• Connect the white execution pin from the output of your last node in the Turn Robot section to 
connect to the input pin of the newly placed Run Robot node

• Note: you can change the size of the comment boxes by clicking and dragging on their edges. 
 

Compile and Save your Blueprint.

• Click the Map_2-1_LineDection tab
• Play the game
• Observe the actions and note the results

Exercise 8: Test and Correct for Consistent Actions
 
Test to make sure the robot stays in the circle consistently:

• Debug your code and correct it if the robot does not continue to move

Are you ready for your robot to have a match with another sumo bot? Let’s wrestle!

Figure 2 - 53
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Exercise 9: Sumo Battle
 
Now it’s time to put your work to the test. We will introduce a duplicate version of your working robot 
and observe as they battle against each other. 
 
Activity: Duplicate your robot and battle the two robots against each other in the arena 

In order to have another robot to sumo battle with, let’s make a duplicate of your current robot:
• Select the robot in the level viewport
• Right-click on it and choose Browse to Asset
• This will navigate within the Content Browser directly to the Content -> LearningKit_Robots -> 

Blueprints -> Robots -> BPC_Robot_LineDetection asset 

Figure 2 - 54
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• Select the BPC_Robot_ LineDetection
• Right-click on it
• Choose Duplicate. This will make a 

duplicate of the robot asset. This new asset 
will be ready to rename immediately, see 
the next step

• Rename your new robot asset “BPC_
MyRobot_01” or another cool sumo-worthy 
name

• If you have unselected the new robot asset, 
you can rename it by right-clicking on it 
and choosing Rename

• Type in the new name

Figure 2 - 55

• Drag your new robot asset from the 
Content Browser to the level viewport and 
place it into the sumo arena 

• If you get an Actor Placement Warning, 
click OK. You will need to make sure 
that your newly placed robot is starting 
completely above the ground surface

Figure 2 - 56

Figure 2 - 57
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• Be sure to set it above the ground by using the Move gizmo, so it is sitting on the ground, or 
just above the ground

• See Figure 2-58.

• Next, open the File menu at the top left of the interface 
Choose Save All (or press Ctrl+Shift+S)  

Figure 2 - 58

Figure 2 - 59
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Set up the match contenders into their starting lineup and command them to battle..
 
Align the two different robots to face back-to-back, or any other preferred starting locations: 

• Using the Move gizmo tool, click on each robot and drag it where you want it to begin  
the battle.

• In the Blueprint for each robot, code each robot as needed to drive forward while possibly 
being pushed forward or backward by another robot, looking for the presence of the arena floor 
and reacting to seeing the out-of-bounds line to turn around back to the arena floor, using 
conditional statements and loops. 

 
Review

• What worked?
• What was a challenge?
• What do you still need to practice doing?

RESOURCES 

Worksheets and/or Coding Documentation

Threshold Calculation Worksheet
 
Basics Tutorial 

Once you have the Unreal Engine program open, click on the Help menu, then select Tutorials, then 
click on Basics. 

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

• Try to make your robot drive faster. What are the new challenges that arise when adding more 
speed to your robot?

• Share robots between students to create sumo battles. View the “Resource Guide - Copy and 
paste robot code from other students” document

• Decorate your robot and add special details to your robot design that might help it be more 
successful in sumo battles

• If you could add more motors to perform an action on your robot, what would you want to add?

https://cdn2.unrealengine.com/threshold-calculation-worksheet-e1cc2322232a.pdf
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ASSESSMENT 

Rubric

Concept Distinguished Proficient Competent Developing 

Robot Design  
concepts

Can explain robot 
sensor components and 
how they work to others. 
Project demonstrates 
use of sensors in the 
lesson and the best 
positions for them on 
the robot. Definitions of 
components are  
exhibited by demon-
stration or in student 
documentation.

Demonstrates use of 
sensors on the robot. 
Full understanding of 
robot components is 
indicated to the teacher.

Can make robot respond 
to sensors,but  does 
not provide meaningful 
understanding of them. 
Basic understanding of 
hardware components 
demonstrated.

No evidence of under-
standing robot sensors 
and how they function. 
No understanding of 
hardware components 
demonstrated.

Software  
concepts

Complex command 
combinations and proj-
ect goals demonstrated. 
Can explain command 
groups needed for using 
sensors, sensor position 
and desired resulting 
robot position or action. 
Commands or groups of 
commands are demon-
strated by presentation 
or documentation.

Student understands 
command groups need-
ed for using  
sensors, sensor 
position, and desired 
resulting robot position 
or action. Commands 
or groups of commands 
mentioned in the  
student's presentation.

When prompted, Stu-
dent has basic under-
standing of commands 
needed for using sen-
sors, sensor position, 
and desired resulting 
robot position or action, 
but may not be present-
ed in demonstration.

No evidence of under-
standing commands 
and how they function. 
No inclusion or mention 
of commands in the 
student's presentation.

Coding  
concepts

Can debug code errors. 
Complex code combi-
nations and unique use 
demonstrated. Can ex-
plain codes from most 
sections. Codes are 
included in student's 
demonstration or  
documentation.

Demonstrates under-
standing of default 
settings, loops, and 
conditional commands. 
Student references at 
least one of each com-
mand type code in their 
presentation.

When prompted,  
student has basic 
understanding of codes, 
but may not be men-
tioned in the student's 
presentation.

No evidence of com-
mand codes and how 
they function. No 
inclusion or mention of 
codes in the student's 
presentation.

Real-world 
concepts

Has innovative ideas to 
create real-world uses 
of robots, coding, and 
movement. Demon-
strates understanding 
and documents it.

Understands some use 
of coding, movement, 
and robot uses in 
real-world applications. 
Includes at least one 
example in student's 
presentation.

Basic understanding of 
the existence of coding, 
movement, and robots 
in real-world applica-
tions. May be explained 
verbally when prompted, 
may not be included in 
the presentation.

No evidence of under-
standing real-world ap-
plications using coding, 
movement, and robots.

Challenge 
Activity (Sumo 
bot)

Demonstrated innova-
tive ideas or additional 
tools added to the sumo 
bot model and actions. 
Was able to replicate the 
robot to battle another 
robot. 

Was successful in cod-
ing the robot to move 
within the sumo arena 
and turn around when 
it detects the out-of-
bounds line.

Basic understanding 
of how to code a sumo 
bot but was not able to 
complete the sumo bot 
actions to stay within 
the arena.

Does not understand 
the functions of a sumo 
bot, did not demon-
strate how sensors 
function, and did not 
code sumo bot activity.
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